These experiences constituted his first involvement with architecture, art. and the city, and coincided with his My aim here is to outline Schwarz's substantial, and all but forgotten work, which represents a "missing link" in the understanding of subsequent ideas about the relationship between art and technology. In addition, this discussion provides an opportunity for the presentation of photographs by Albert Renger-Patzsch, which accompanied the The short day of the soul was already waning and the soul was denied even while the lost image of the so-called Greek center was forever being sought; and now, we approach a time which rejects the "soul." Contemporary time reveals itself, to a large extent, in the new "technical," work which is becoming its legitimate symbol. 9 By its very nature, "'technical' work" accounts for the limits of human nature. "'Technical' work" also signifies the human reluctance to affirm the primacy of the soul over the spirit, an antithesis that remained marginal to the more celebrated "spirit versus matter." Schwarz's call for a return to the centered, Aristotelian Universe provides an outlet to criticize a scholastic approach spelled out in the "Extensity" and the dynamic flow of relations thus replace the intensity, compactness, and concentration of the contemplative life.
Although it may seem that the antithesis Schwarz sets up between the relational and the contemplative is analogous to the "functional versus organic," he quickly resolves this dialectic antithesis, by recognizing in "extensity" a new contemplative condition. The flux of modern life finds purpose in its appeasement (Beruhigung Schwarz focuses on the question of mass production. He attempts to evaluate it by applying the terminology of scholasticism. The objects produced under the "law of the series" appear in items of the same kind, form, content, and value-an idea that pertains to most of the images published in the book: barrels, cranes, etc. However, serially produced objects could not have the same identity because, according to Schwarz, identification of two objects would mean that one of the two "dies" or that both of them are fused together. On the contrary, this fundamental law of the series separates and equalizes the items. The logic of serial production is not formed by simplification and generalization, or by uniqueness and universality, but rather by multitude and concreteness. 20
The particular quality of uniqueness, much praised in the world of art, belongs to the domain of the Living and of the Organic, whereas the serially produced object does not lack inner organization or functionally differentiated members and has no capacity for autonomous growth. 21
Despite the infinite length that a series might have, it has 8 /MANTZIARAS no inner ability to develop. It has nothing of the "interlacing" (Ineinander) or "confusion" (Durcheinander) of organic life, but only a condition of proximity (Nebenemdander) or even succession (Nachemander); its members are only related to each other through the process of reproduction.
For Schwarz, these alienating aspects of serial production are saved from oblivion by the assignment of a particular value to the "founding thought of the series," which also endows it with a particular kind of GroBe. Despite the fact that it is not a newly established habit of production, it is new in its reproducibility, as he indicates, making it possible to experiment and to popularize previously inaccessible commodities.
Does this establish a "comfortable fiction" of rationality?
The author puts forth nightmarish images (common, for example, in modern cinema) of machines out of control, endlessly "spitting out" a product, undermining the positive character of technology. He warns his reader against the absence of a "unique master" (emmaliger Meister) who would give a unique "soul" to the product and control it. Things lose salvation and soul, but they gain the dark-magnificent qualities of violence, power, and superhuman greatness. They lose measure and familiarity but gain "eternity" and "vigor."
Aqueducts, defense towers, contemporary highways, rows of housing, Egyptian monuments, and " endlessly repeated ceremonial words," belong to a kind of serially reproduced object, inhumane and yet ardently desired, described with the term "recurrence" (Wiederkehr) by Schwarz. He sees the annihilation rather than the apotheosis of history, in the phenomenon of recurrence.
History is oddly blind against series: she scoffs at reproductions and refuses reproducers access to historic space and time. As series increase, the content of history becomes poorer. 25
The reason for this incompatibility between repetition and historical "content" is, according to Rudolf Schwarz, the MANTZI ARAS 9 "playful" way in which history moves, against all laws of regulanzation, and always based on acts of foundation that is, original acts as opposed to repetitive acts. In order to achieve nobler values, "a unique, truthful, and big act" has to be in the origin of the series. 25 The question remains, then, as to how to combine the two elements the personal creative act and the serial production.
Accepting serial production as a characteristic sine qua non of his time, Rudolf Schwarz seems to admit that:
. It is a polarized relation, where the serial work undergoes a peculiar change. While -or perhaps, becauseit remains in its "dry" condition, it passes from the level of the tool to a more meaningful one: the product becomes a "natural event" (Naturgeschehen). As a member with respect to the Whole, it assumes its particular meaning. And this is:
regrouped not only for practical reasons, but also to form a material and spiritual process culminating in a "high city." For Rudolf Schwarz, the only role of technology is to offer the infrastructure for the spiritual and the noble.
Notes 1 Wegweisung der Techmk did not initially appear in its completed form. In the edition of Potsdam: Muller & Kiepenheuer Verlag, 1928 only the first two chapters, "Gesprach und Denken uber 'Technik'" and "Das Gesetz der Sene," were published preceded by a "Vorbemerkung." A pre-print of the second half of the third chapter, "Vom Sterben der Anmut." was published in the 1927/28
Die Schildgenossen, review of the Catholic Youth Movement, Quickborn. The work was published in its entirety, together with the entire third and fourth chapters, "Werkziele" and a "Nachwort." in 1979 in Rudolf Schwarz, Wegweisung der Technik und andere Schnften zum Neuen Bauen. 1926 Bauen. -1961 , the Franciscan monk Klemens Neumann , and the professor Hermann Hoffmann , broke with traditional religious teaching methods. In 1917 there were already 7,000 members. In 1919 the organization was installed in the Burg Rothenfels, near Frankfurt, a medieval castle, which soon became the symbol for the Catholic youth of the country. Rudolf Schwarz provided the plans for the rehabilitation of its run down premises in 1926. It 
